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INTRODUCTION 
One of the most interesting invariants of an algebraic number field K is its 
zeta function &(s) = & norm@I)-“. This function plays a central role in 
establishing the density theorems of Frobenius and Tschebotareff, which 
are vital in the analytic development of class field theory. The notion thus 
derived that zeta functions have “something to do with the decomposition 
of primes” can be crystallized: I&&) governs the arithmetic of K to the 
extent that two number fields K and L have identical zeta functions 
precisely when K and L are arithmetically equivalent, that is, when each prime 
number p E Z has the same splitting type in K as in L (see Section 1). 
Since L&(S) is a field invariant, isomorphic fields have identical zeta func- 
tions. Conversely, if K is isomorphic to any field L with the same zeta func- 
tion, that is, if 
MS) = L(s) 3 K z L, 
then K is said to be arithmetically solitary. The class of solitary fields is very 
large, containing, for example, all normal extensions N 1 Q of the field Q of 
rational numbers. 
The first nonsolitary fields were discovered in 1925 by Gassmann (see [2]), 
who proved the existence of two fields K, K’ of degree [K : Q] = [K’ : Q] = 
180 which are arithmetically equivalent but not isomorphic. 
This paper investigates this phenomenon more closely. Sections 2 and 3 are 
devoted to the construction of two infinite families of couples K, K’ of 
nonisomorphic arithmetically equivalent fields. The first construction, based 
on the cohomology of split group extensions, obtains K and K’ as subfields 
of a wide class of Galois extensions N 1 Q. Examining the ramification 
indices appearing here reveals that the completions Kp , K$ cannot always 
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be isomorphically paired. Because of this, the relationship between &(s) and 
an algebraic invariant of K can be readily determined: If AK denotes the 
adele ring of K, then the implication 
established easily from [7] cannot be reversed. None of the couples K, K’ 
constructed in this paper have isomorphic absolute Galois groups GK , G,, , 
since Neukirch’s conjecture 
has been recently proved by Uchida (see [13]). 
In the second construction, which utilizes permutation representations, 
K and K’ appear as subfields of extensions N I Q with the Galois group 
Gal(iV j Q) = S, . This family is disjoint from the one above, indicating that 
the class of nonsolitary fields is fairly broad. 
In Section 4 it is proved that any field K of degree [K : Q] < 6 is solitary, 
and equations are given for a nonsolitary couple K, K’ of degree 7. 
I would like to express my thanks to Jtirgen Neukirch, who motivated the 
construction of Section 2, and to Hendrik Lenstra, who provided several 
helpful suggestions. 
1. ZETA FUNCTIONS AND PRIME DECOMPOSITION 
Throughout this section N 1 Q will denote a finite normal extension con- 
taining K and K’, with Galois group G = Gal(iV I Q). Our goal is to express 
the equality I!&(S) = I?&( ) s in terms of the groups H = Gal@ 1 K) and 
H’ = Gal(N I K’). The possibility of doing this rests on the fundamental 
relationship between zeta functions and prime decomposition, which in turn 
depends essentially upon two properties of &s): its Euler product and its 
functional equation. 
Let pOK = P,el me- P3 be the decomposition of a prime number p E i2 and 
let h = (OK/Pi : E/p) be the inertia degree of Pi/p, numbered so that fi < 
fi+l. Then the tupel A = (fi ,...,f,) is called the splitting type of p in K. This 
definition ignores the ramification indices ei , a matter we will return to in 
Section 3. Every tupel A is associated with the set 
P,(A) = {p E Z of splitting type A in K). 
Sincef, -t **. + f, ,( [K : Q], P,(A) is empty except for finitely many A. The 
notation 
P,(A) + P,,(A) (0 
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will be used to indicate that these two sets differ by at most a finite number of 
elements. This is convenient for excluding the ramified primes from con- 
sideration. For the unramified primes there is the following simple characteri- 
zation of splitting types in terms of Galois groups. 
Let p E Z be a prime number unramified in N, let C be a (cyclic) decom- 
position group ofp in G = Gal(N / Q), and let A = (fr ,...,f,) be the splitting 
type of p in K. Then A is simultaneously the coset type of G modulo (H, C): 
If G = &, Ht,C is disjoint, then h = g and / Ht,C I = I H I *J , the cosets 
having been numbered in increasing order (see [4, TT, Sect. 231). Thus p has 
the same splitting type in both K and K’ if and only if 
coset type [G mod (H, C)] = coset type [G mod (H’, C)]. (2) 
By the Frobenius density theorem, every cyclic subgroup C of G is a decom- 
position group for infinitely many prime numbers p E Z. Thus P,(A) * 
P,(A) for all A is equivalent to (2) for all C. 
The rather cumbersome criterion (2) can be simplified. Two subgroups H, 
H’ of a finite group G are said to be Gassmann equivalent in G when 
1 @.n H ) = 1 cc n H’ I 
for every conjugacy class cc = { g * c * g-l I g E G} in G. 
LEMMA 1. (Gassmann [2]). Two subgroups H and H’ of a finite group G 
are Gassmann equivalent if and only if the coset types of G mod (H, C) and 
G mod (H’, C) coincide for every cyclic subgroup C of G. 
Proof. First, note that either condition implies that 1 H / = ) H’ j . 
Next, if C = (c) is the cyclic group generated by c E G, then j HgC i = 
] HgCg-’ I = I H . Cg ( = I H / * ) C I/l H n 0 /. Let Ii = l{g E G with 
1 HgC j = 1 HI * i>l = I{cosets HgC of order I H / . i}l . j HI . i. Then 
Cd,< I, = I{ g E G such that 1 HgC I divides 1 H / . i>l = I( g E G such that 
H n (c>g >_ (c~)~>\ = [{ g E G withg . ci . g-l E H)I = i(ci)g n H / * / stabilizer 
of ci / = (by definition) = ki . 
Then by the Mobius inversion formula, Ii = Cd/i k&i/d), so the ki and 
the Ii determine one another. The same holds for the ki’ and Ii’ obtained by 
replacing H with H’. Thus, the double cosets have the same decomposition 
type -3 Ii = I,’ d kj = ki’ -+ the subgroups H and H’ are Gassmann 
equivalent. m 
The next lemma says that finite products cannot satisfy a rather general 
type of functional equation. 
LEMMA 2. Let T&S) = ni=, (1 - ~~7”) and TJS) = nzl (I - d; “) with 
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real Cj , dj > 1. Let f (s) be a meromorphic function whose zeroes and poles do 
not lie among the zeroes of either rl(s) or TV. If -r(s) = T~(s)/T~(s) satisjies 
T(S) = f(s) * t(l - s) 
then TV = TV and f (s) = I. 
(3) 
Proof. Suppose that after all common factors have been canceled from 
TV and TV some factors still remain. 
Neither TV nor 72(S) has poles. Each has infinitely many zeroes, all of 
which lie on the imaginary axis and are given explicitly by 
respectively. Let s, = 2?ri/log c1 . Then T&) = 0 and none of T1(l - s,,), 
~~(1 - q,), f (so) vanishes, so T&) = 0 by (3). Thus s, = (2ni . k,)/log da, for 
some kI E Z and some da, . By setting c, 1 = c, this may be rewritten as 
Since cm1 and da, are greater than 1, the integer k, must be positive. Similarly, 
selecting s, = 2+/lag da, produces a relation 
Since there are at most n distinct cj’s, repeating this procedure n times yields 
a relation 
c = Ckfzj”‘kj+nzt+n 
EJ ml 7 
from which it follows that kj = Zj = *a. = 1. But then dMj = ct; = cUj so 
TV and TV have a common factor, which is a contradiction. 1 
With this preparation we can now prove the following theorem (see [l, 
exercise 61). 
THEOREM 1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(4 L&> = MS). 
(b) P,(A) = P,,(A) for every tupel A. 
(c) P,(A) + P,,(A) for every tupel A. 
(d) H = Gal(N 1 K) and H’ = Gal(N ) K’) are Gassmann equivalent. 
Furthermore, when these conditions hold then [K: Q] = [K’ : Q], the 
discriminants agree DK = D,, , the number of real (resp. complex) valuations 
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of K and K’ coincide, the two$elds determine the same normal closure and the 
same normal core over Q, and the unit groups are isomorphic U, G U,* . 
Proof. (a) * (b). Let A(n) denote the number of integral ideals of 
norm n in K. Then &(s) = En A(n)/n” for Re(s) > 1 and similarly I$&) = 
En A’(n)/n”. Letting s --f + co shows A(1) = A’(1). Canceling, multiplying by 
2”, and repeating this argument shows A(n) = A’(n) for every n. The number 
B( pf) of prime ideals of K of norm pf is then 
B(pf) = A(pf) - c A(pU’) .-- A(p”l), 
the sum running over all positive ai with a, + ..- + a, =f, t 2 2. Since 
B(pf) determines the splitting type of p in K, (a) + (b). 
(b) * (c). This is trivial. 
(c) 0 (d). This is Lemma 1 together with the equivalence of displays (1) 
and (2). 
(d) :)- (a): First, let C be the decomposition group of the real infinite 
divisor of Q. The number n,(K) of real valuations (resp. the number n,(K) of 
complex valuations) of K is then the number of double cosets H&C of order 
j H&C 1 = 1 H / (resp. of order 2 . 1 H I). Since C has order 1 or 2 it is cyclic, 
so (d) implies that n,(Kj = q(K’), i = 1, 2. 
Next, we recall the functional equation of i&(s). Let G,(s) = ~-~/~I’(s/2) 
and G2(s) = (27~)l-~ I’(s). Then Z,(s) = G1(~)%(K) . G2(s)1’W * SK(s) is analy- 
tic in the whole plane except for simple poles at s = 0, 1 and 
Z,(s) = j DK /(1/2)--r . Z,(l - s), 
where Dx = discriminant of K j Q. Since n, and IZ, coincide for K and K’, it 
follows from forming the quotient of Z,(s) by Z,,(s) that 
L&)/L&) = I DKIDK, lcl”)-’ * t&(1 - s)/Lc(l - ~11. (4) 
But a zeta function has an Euler product 
&(s) = n (I -~ norm p-“)-l 
W 
for Re(s) > 1. Since (d) * (c) has been established already, the quotient 
&(s)/&(s) is a$nite product of the form 
(K(S)/&‘(S) = fi (1 - Liy,-l/fi (1 - cjy. 
j=l j=l 
(5) 
By analytic continuation, (5) is then valid for all complex s. The implication 
(d) =- (a) is then a consequence of Lemma 2. 
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Concerning the additional statements of Theorem 1: By Lemma 1, 1 H j = 
[ H’ / , so [K : Q] = [K’ : Cl]. 
The equality n&Q = n&‘), i = 1,2, has been shown in the proof of 
(4 3 (4. 
By Lemma 2, the function f(s) = 1 D,/D,, /o/2)-s appearing in (4) is 
identically 1, so 1 D, 1 = 1 D,, / . Since the sign of DK is (- l)UK) (see, for 
example, [14, Proposition 4-l&19]), the discriminants agree. 
The normal closure of K I Q is the fixed field of nosCNlq H”. By normality, 
for h in this subgroup we have 
lhGl =Ihcn HI = jhGnH’I, 
from which h E no. H’” follows. Via symmetry, no H” = no H’U, so K and K’ 
determine the same normal closure. 
The normal core of K is the largest subfield of K normal over Q. It is 
evidently the fixed field of the subgroup (H” 1 0 E G,lo) generated by all 
conjugates of H. For h E H we have I hG n H’ I = I hG n H 1 f 0, so some 
conjugate h” of h lies in H’. It follows easily that (H” 1 cr E GNIQ) = (H’o 1 u E 
GN,o), so K and K’ have the same normal core. 
The unit group U, is the direct product of a free group and a finite cyclic 
group generated by the largest root of unity in K. Adjoining this root of 
unity to Q yields a normal extension which, by the preceding remark, lies 
in K’. By symmetry, K and K’ contain the same roots of unity. Since the unit 
ranks n,(K) + n,(K) - 1 = n,(K’) + n,(K’) - 1 coincide, the unit groups 
UK z U,, are isomorphic. 1 
Two fields K, K’ satisfying the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1 are 
called arithmetically equivalent. A field K isomorphic to any arithmetically 
equivalent field K’ is arithmetically solitary. We will use Gassmann’s 
conditions (d) to study solitary and nonsolitary fields in the coming sections. 
2. SPLIT GROUP EXTENSIONS 
Tn this section, pairs Kl , K, of arithmetically equivalent fields are obtained 
as the fixed fields of subgroups HI, H2 of certain Galois groups G = 
Gal(N I Q). Since the fields Kl, K2 are to be nonisomorphic, the corresponding 
groups HI = Gal(N 1 KJ and H2 = Gal(N I KJ will not be conjugate in G. 
However, in this construction HI and H2 appear as representatives of a 
group H in a split group extension 1 -+A-+G*H-+l, so they must be 
isomorphic as abstract groups. We now proceed with the details. 
Let G be a split extension of the Abelian group A by the group H 
l+A%G_2,H+l. 09 
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As standard, H then acts on A by h(u) = gag-l, h E H, a E A, where g is any 
pre-image of h in G. 
Define an equivalence relation on the nonempty set of all homomorphic 
cuts {r~ : H---t G with j 0 u = i&> by declaring that u N T precisely when 
a(H) and T(H) are conjugate in G. Evidently (T N T means that a(H) and 7(H) 
are conjugate via A, from which it follows that o(h) = a * 7(h) * a-l for fixed 
a E A and all h E H. Let M = {[u]) be the resulting set of equivalence classes. 
The cohomology group W(H, A) then acts on M as follows: If x: H -+ A is 
a 1-cocycle of the class x E W(H, A), then 
where x * u sends h to (x * u) h = x(h) * u(h). This does not depend on the 
particular representatives x E x and a E [a], and the association 
hl - %I 
defines a faithful operation of H1(H, A) on M. 
LEMMA 3. M is a principal homogeneous pace over Hl(H, A). Inparticular, 
IMl=lff-W,4I. 
Proof. Let [u] and [T] be two classes in M. Then the map x: H -+ A 
defined by 
x(h) = T(h) u(h)-l 
is a 1-cocyle whose class R = x E H1(H, A) sends [u] to [T]: 
“b] = [X . 01 = [T], 
so that Hl(H, A) operates transitively on M. Furthermore, this action is 
regular: If x E Hl(H, A) stabilizes [u], then 
LoI = zbl = tx * aI, 
from which it easily follows that x is a 1-coboundary. 1 
If (h) is the cyclic group generated by h E H, then the group extension (6) 
induces the “local” extension 
l+A~Gh~(h)-l, (7) 
where Gh is the complete pre-image of (h) under j. Since a cut [u] E M may 
be restricted to the subgroup (h) C H, there is a canonical map 
q’: M+ pH Mh > (8) 
where Mh = { [u]~} is the set of classes of homomorphic cuts u: <h) - Gh . 
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By Lemma 3, Mh is a principal homogeneous space over Hl((h), A), and 
it is apparent that the arrow p in (8) is a morphism ofprincipal homogeneous 
spaces, that is, v is compatible with the group homomorphism 
p: H’W, A) - n W(h), 4 
heH 
(9) 
induced from Restriction. Our construction requires p to have a nontrivial 
kernel. 
LEMMA 4 (Neukirch [9]). The homomorphism p in (9) is injective for all 
finite H-modules A if and only if every p-Sylow subgroup H, of H is cyclic. 
Proof. Let x be an element in the kernel of p. Then p(x) = (xh) = 1, so 
xh = Resch, x = 1. Applying Corestriction then gives CorH 0 Resch) x = 
[H: (h)] x = 1, so x has [H: (h)]-torsion for all h E H. If all Sylow subgroups 
H,, of H are cyclic, then the gcd of all indices [H :(h)] is 1, so x has l-torsion 
and p is injective. 
Conversely, if p is injective for all finite H-modules A, we select A to be the 
augmentation ideal of the group ring Z/nZ[H], where n = 1 H 1 . Then 
Hl((h), A) s HO((h), i&Z!) = Zlnh Z , where nh is the order of h, so that the 
canonical map 
n/na + pH @hH 
is injective. This implies that n = lcm nh . But also n = &, N, , where 
ND = 1 H, 1 , so that every N,, appears as some nh . Thus H,, is cyclic. m 
The groups possessing only cyclic Sylow subgroups have been fully 
characterized by Zassenhaus. The interested reader is referred to [5, p. 4201. 
LEMMA 5. If the homomorphism p in (9) is noninjective, then there are two 
homomorphic cuts u1 , 02: H -+ G, satisfying the conditions 
0) t51 f Ed; 
(ii) [uIlh = [gz]l,for every h E H; 
(iii) o,(H) and a,(H) are Gassmann equivalent. 
Proof. Let x E H1(H, A) be a nontrivial element in the kernel of p. Then 
Res<*) x = xh = 1 for every h E H. Now choose any [ul] E M and define 
Then, since x # 1, [uz] # [al]. On the other hand, xh = 1 for every h E H, so 
that 
[%lh = ““bllh = [dh E Mh . 
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Thus 
u,(h) = a * q(h) * a--l 
for some a f A depending on h. We have to show that 
(10) 
/ cc n Hl ( = j cc n Hz / 
for every conjugacy class cc. 
This certainly is the case if both intersections are empty, so we may assume 
that there is some element a,(h) in cc n HI for some h E H. Then the element 
lies in a,(H) = H2 . Furthermore, by (lo), u,(h) is conjugate to u,(h) E cc, 
so u&z) also lies in cc. Thus a, 0 j maps cG n HI into cc n Hz , and since 
a, 0 j is a two-sided inverse, / cc n HI / = ( cG n H, / as desired. i 
We now return to field theory. Let H be any Galois group over Q posses- 
sing at least one noncyclic Sylow subgroup,l and A any H-module for which 
the mapping p : H1(H, A)-n Hl((h), A) in (9) is not injective. Since A is 
Abelian, the split extension G of A by H appears as a Galois group G = 
Gal@ j Q) (see [6]). For u1 and u2 as in Lemma 5, we let KI and K2 be the 
fixed fields of the subgroups HI = u,(H) and Hz = uz(H) of G. Then Kl and 
K, are nonisomorphic arithmetically equivalent number fields. 
We illustrate this construction with an example of a nonsolitary field K of 
degree [K : Q] = 8. Let L = Q [1/a be the splitting field of X8 - 1, and 8 
the root of an irreducible polynomial X8 - (Y E Q[X] for which Q(0) n L = 
Q. For example, we may take 19 to be a real eighth root of OL = 3. Set K = 
Q[f?]. Then the compositum N = L * K is normal over Q. Put G = 
Gal(N / Q), A = Gal(N j L), H = Gal(L / Q). Each element a E A is determined 
by its action on 0, and the map a -+ a(e)/0 is an isomorphism between A and 
N 
L K = a;s[e] 
Q 
the group p8 5 L of eighth roots of unity. Since L * K = N and L n K = 0, 
there is a canonical isomorphism u: H + Gal(N j K), so G is a split extension 
of A by H. The construction now seeks a nontrivial element in the kernel of 
HYH, A) - n W(h), 4. 
1 For example, H can be any solvable group that is neither cyclic nor bicyclic (see 
15, p. 4201). 
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Since L = Q [ di] = Q[i, d/2], the fixed field Lh of h E His one of 
Q [il, Q [l/Z], Q [d/--2], Q [i, G!]. 
With the identification A = pLs and with the standard identification 
Hl((h), p8) = L*8 n L,*/L,*‘, it is easy to check that 16 represents 
a nonzero class z E H1(H, A) that restricts to 0 in every group 
Hl((:h:j, A), with x given explicity by x(h) = h(d/Z)/ &? E p8 cz A. Setting 
704 = x(h) . 4), we then compute the fixed field of T(H) to be FH) = 
Q [21j2 . 01 = Q [16a11/*. This means that the equations (for example, 01= 3) 
fl(X) = X8 - a, 
fi(X) = X8 - 1601, 
determine the same splitting field N of degree 32 over Q and the fields ICI, 
KZ C N obtained by adjoining one root each of fi(X), &(X) to Q are non- 
isomorphic and arithmetically equivalent.2 
By means of these equations, it is possible to settle the question of the 
ramification indices. Let & and K2 be two arithmetically equivalent fields. 
Then Theorem 1 b guarantees that, even for the ramified primes p, the number 
and inertia degrees of the factors of p in KI and I& coincide. However, the 
ramification indices need not match up, as we will now show. 
Let 0 be a root of X8 - 97. Then 21/2 * 19 is a root of X* - 16 * 97, so 
ICI = CIe[f?] and Kz = Q[21/2 . 81 are arithmetically equivalent. Then 2 and 
97 are the only ramified primes and 97 ramifies completely in both fields. The 
decomposition of the prime 2 is determined by factorizing the two polyno- 
mials over the completion Q, . Being congruent to 1 modulo 32, the unit 97 
is an eighth power in Q, (see, for example, [IO, If, 3.51): 97 = ps, /3 E Q, . 
Then 
x* - 97 = (x + /3)(x - B)(x2 + P”)(x” + /I”) 
is the irreducible factorization, since the substitution x + x + ,f3 transforms 
the last two factors into Eisenstein polynomials. Similarly 
x8 - 16 ‘97 = (x” - 2p2)(x2 + 2p2)(x2 + 2/3 + 2/P)(x2 - 2j3 + 2p3. 
Examining the fields generated over CI, by roots of these various factors shows 
that in Kl and K2 the respective decompositions of 2 are 
20, = P1P2P,2PJ4, 
2% = Q12Qz2Q32Q42, 
each Pi and Qj of inertia degree 1. 
2 Similar binomial pairs have been studied in [3]. 
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This example has the following application.3 Let AK and AK, denote the 
adele rings of two algebraic number fields K and K’. Iwasawa has shown 
(see [7, Lemma 71 that AK s AK, if and only if the primes of K and K’ can 
be paired so that corresponding completions are isomorphic: Kp s K;1,. From 
this it follows immediately that 
so two fields with isomorphic adele rings are arithmetically equivalent. 
Since the ramification indices cannot be paired for the arithmetically equiva- 
lent fields Kl , K2 constructed above, the implication (11) cannot be reversed. 
3. PERMUTATION REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section another infinite family of pairs of nonisomorphic arith- 
metically equivalent fields is constructed. In contrast to the pairs coming 
from split group extensions in the preceding section, the fields Kl, K, 
produced here correspond to subgroups of the symmetric group Sr . Since 
neither of the nontrivial normal subgroups S, , Al of S, is a split extension 
of an Abelian group, it follows that these two families are distinct. 
We begin by remarking that two Gassmann equivalent subgroups ZZ1 , Z-Z, 
of a group G have the same number of elements of each order i: 
l{h E ZZr of order i}\ = I{h E Hz of order i}l, (12) 
namely, the set Z of all elements of G of order i decomposes into a disjoint 
union of full conjugacy classes in G 
and thus 1 Z n Hj 1 = C 1 gG n Hj / , j = 1,2. Equality (12) then follows 
from Gassmann’s conditions. 
The construction, mimicking an example of Wielandt’s, turns this remark 
around. Let HI and H, be any two nonisomorphic abstract groups satis- 
fying (12).4 It follows that HI and Hz have the same order, I, so each is 
embedded. in the symmetric group SI via its regular representation. HI and 
H, , being nonisomorphic, are certainly not conjugate in Sr . However, they 
are Gassmann equivalent. 
3This comment has been added to the otherwise completed manuscript after having 
read an unpublished article of K. Komatsu. 
4 Infinitely many such pairs exist. For example, let one group be Abelian of type (p, p, p) 
and the other the semidirect product of an Abelian group <~A, B) of type (p,p) and a 
cyclic group SIC’> of order p with A c = A and BC == AB, for an odd prime number p. 
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LEMMA 6. Two elements h, h’ E HI u Hz of the same order i are conjugate 
in S, . 
ProoJ: Suppose h lies in Hj , j E {1,2). Then h, as a permutation, acts by 
multiplying the elements of Hi on the left, so h is a product of n/i disjoint 
cycles, each of length i = order of h. The same holds for h’. Since h and h’ 
have the same cycle structure, they are conjugate in Sl . 1 
It is now to be shown that 
/ cc n HI I = 1 cc n Hz I 03) 
for any conjugacy class cc. If both intersections are empty the equality 
certainly holds, so we may assume that there is an element h, E cc n HI . By 
assumption (12), there is then an element h, E Hz of the same order. It follows 
from Lemma 6 that cc n H2 is also nonempty and 
CG n Hj = {h E Hj of order = order of c>, j= 1,2. 
With this, Gassmann’s conditions (13) follow from (12). 
With Hilbert’s classical construction, G = Sr may be realized as a Galois 
group G = Gal(N 1 Q). Then the fixed fields Kr , & of the subgroups HI and 
H, are nonisomorphic and arithmetically equivalent. 
4. Low DEGREES 
In this section various properties implying that a field K is solitary are 
established. These are then used to investigate fields of low degree over Q. 
We begin by recalling two easy inequalities. 
LEMMA 7. (a) If n > 6 and 2 < t ,< n - 1, then the binomial coeficient 
(Y) > 2n. 
(b) Ifp is a prime number 37, then the greatest integer [(p + 2)/2]! > 
XP + 1). 
ProoJ: (a) By inspecting Pascal’s triangle, we see that it suffices to check 
the inequality for t = 2. Then (3 = n(n - 1)/2 > 2n for all n > 6. 
(b) Since p is odd, the greatest integer in (p + 2)/2 is [(p + 2)/2] = 
(p + I)/2 = s E Z. Then 2(p + 1) = 4s -C s! + s > 4 *p = 2s - I 3 7. 1 
Now let N / Q be the normal closure of an algebraic extension K I Q and 
set G -- Gal(N j Q), H = Gal(N / K), and n = [K : CP] = (G : H). 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that any of the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) H is cyclic; 
(,b) G = S, , the full symmetric group of degree n; 
(c) n = p, prime, and G = A, , the alternating group; 
(d) n=p+ l,pprime,G=A,,,; 
(e) I HI =pi,pprime, (p,n) = 1; 
(f) n=p+l,pprime,IHI-O(modp),+O(modn); 
(g) G is solvable and (I H (, n) = 1. 
Then K is solitary. 
Remark. Write K = Q(e). Since any automorphism of N 1 Q permutes 
the n conjugates of 0, G and all its subgroups are embedded in S, . Con- 
sidered as permutation groups in this way, G is transitive and H-being the 
stabilizer of &-is intransitive. 
Proof. Let H’ be any subgroup of index n in G. 
(a) H = (h). If H’ is Gassmann equivalent to H, then some conjugate 
h’ of h must he in H’. Since 1 H ] = j H’ 1, it follows that H’ = (h’), con- 
jugate to H = (h). 
(b) Both H and H’ have index n in G = S, . For n # 6, all subgroups 
of index n in S, are conjugate (see [5, p. 1751). 
However, S, has two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 6: the class 
of the stabilizer Hand the class of the doubly transitive subgroup 
H’ = ((12)(35)(46), ( WPW), GNWW, (1 W4(W).5 
Then the conjugacy class cc of c = (12)(35)(46) consists purely of products 
of three disjoint transpositions and hence does not intersect H. Thus H and 
H’ are not Gassmann equivalent. 
(c) If p = 2 or 3 then j G / = 1 or 3 so certainly H C G is cyclic and 
case (a) applies. For p >, 5, the subgroup H’ C G = A, has order / H’ j = 
(p - 1)!/2, which is not divisible by p, so H’ is intransitive. 
Suppose that H’ has an orbit of length t, 2 < t < p - 2. Then H’ injects 
into S, x A’,-, so ) H’ 1 divides t!(p - t)!. Thus (p - l)! < 2(t)! (p - t)! 
which may be rewritten to yield (f) < 2p. For p > 7, this contradicts 
Lemma7,andforp=5wecompute~H’I=12=/S,xSJ,soH’= 
S, x S, , implying that H’ contains a transposition. This contradicts H’ C A, , 
so that H’ must have an orbit of length 1, which means that H’ is a stabilizer, 
as is H. Since G is transitive, all stabilizers are conjugate. 
5 This subgroup is a representation of S, as a transitive permutation group of degree 6. 
It is calculated by letting S, act by left translation on the six cosets of the normalizer of a 
5Sylow subgroup. 
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(d) For p = 2 or 3 the subgroup His cyclic and case (a) applies, so we 
assumep > 5. 
Next, H’ C G = A,+1 has index IZ = p + 1 and thus 1 H’ 1 = (p !)/2, 
divisible by p. Suppose H’ is intransitive. If H’ has an orbit of length t, 
2 < t < y1 - 2, then 1 H’ j divides t! (n - t) !, contradicting p/I H’ j . 
Thus H’ has an orbit of length 1, so H’ is a stabilizer. 
If H’ is transitive but imprimitive then ) H’ ) divides (t!)” . s! where st = 
p + 1, s # 1 # t, contradictingp/l H’ 1 . 
Finally, suppose that H’ is primitive. Then, by Lemma 7, (S,,, : H’) = 
2(p + 1) < [(p + 2)/2]! for p > 7, contradicting Bochert’s Theorem (see 
P, P. 1711). 
Since we’ve assumed p > 5, it remains to discuss the case p = 5. Then H’ 
is a primitive group of degree n = p + 1 = 6 and order 60 and thus (see 
[5, p. 1721) is conjugate via some y E S, to the group B = ((26354), (35)(46), 
(12)(35), (134)(256)). B is just the representation of A, as a doubly transitive 
group of degree 6 obtained by letting A, operate by left translation on the six 
cosets of the normalizer of a 5-Sylow subgroup. Then Hand H’ are Gassmann 
equivalent in A, C S, o Hy and B are Gassmann equivalent in A?, = A, . 
But for c = (134)(256) every element in the conjugacy class cc is a product of 
two disjoint 3-cycles and thus cc does not intersect the stabilizer Hv. Hence 
H and H’ are not Gassmann equivalent. 
(e) Then H and H’ are p-Sylow subgroups of G and all such are 
conjugate. 
(f) Since / H’ I f 0 (mod n), H’ must be intransitive. If H’ has an 
orbit of length t, 2 < t < n - 2, then 1 H’ I divides t! (n - t)!, contradicting 
1 H’ I = 0 (modp). Thus H’ is a stabilizer. 
(g) Then Hand H’ are Hall subgroups of G and, since G is solvable, all 
such are cojugate (see [5, p. 6601). 1 
We can now supplement Theorem 2 with an additional criterion. 
THEOREM 3. If [K : Q] < 6 then K is solitary. 
Proof. Let n = [K : Q]. If n = 1, 2, or 3, then H = Gal(N ( K) is cyclic 
and Theorem 2a applies. 
n = 4. Then G C S, so j H j = 1,2,3, or 6. Thus either H is cyclic or 
G = S., , so either (a) or (b) of Theorem 2 applies. 
y1 = 5. Then j HI divides 4! so 1 H ] = 1,2, 3,4, 6, 8, 12, or 24. If 
I H I = 1, 2, or 3 then H is cyclic and (a) applies. If I H / = 4 or 8 then (e) 
applies. If ( H I = 12 or 24 then G is either A, or S, and (b) or (c) applies. 
Finally, I H I cannot be 6. Otherwise (S, : G) = 4, which is impossible since 
S, has no subgroup of index 4 (see [5, p. 1741). 
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n = 6. The group G is a transitive subgroup of S, and thus is either 
primitive or imprimitive. 
If primitive, then G is isomorphic to one of S, , A,, S, , or A, (see [5, 
p. 1721) and (b), (d), or (f) of Theorem 2 applies. 
If imprimitive, then G has f # 1 domains of imprimitivity, each of length 
s # 1, and st = 6. Thus G is contained in one of the two semidirect products 
(S, x S2 x S,) K S3 or (S, x SJ D< Sz (see [5, p. 1451). Thus it remains to 
calculate in each case all the possibilities for G and then, for each G, to show 
that any two Gassmann equivalent subgroups of index 6 are conjugate. 
The group (S, x S, x S,) K S, consists of all Ctuples (sl , s2 , sQ , t), 
si = 0 or I, t in S, . Multiplication is defined by 
61 3 s2 9 $3 3 t) * @I’, sz’, s3’, f’> = 0-1 , f-2 , y3 , t * t’), 
where ri= si * st-l(+ That is, S, acts on(S, x S, x S,) by permuting the factors. 
If G C (S, x S, x S,) K S, is a transitive subgroup, it follows that 
I G 1 = 6m for m = 1,2,4, or 8. If m = 1 or 2 then any subgroup H of 
index 6 in G is cyclic and Theorem 2a applies. Thus we must consider the 
cases m = 4 and m = 8. The possibilities for G, up to isomorphism, and for 
subgroups H C G of index 6, up to conjugacy are computed by examining 
the potential structures of Sylow subgroups. The results are as follows. 
m = 4. There are three possibilities for G. 
(I) G = {all elements of the form (a, b, c, di)} with d = (123) E S, and 
i = 0, 1, or 2. 
This group has three conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 6, represented 
by the following groups: 
HI = (all elements of the form (a, a, b, 0)); 
H2 = {all elements of the form (a, b, 0, 0)); 
H3 = {CO, 0, 0, (9, Cl,% 1, 01, (0, 1, l,O), (1, 1, 0, 0)). 
Let c==(l,O,O,O). Then cc=((l,O,O,O),(O,l,O,O),(O,O,l,O)) so 
[cGnH,/==I,[cGnH2~=2,and[cGnH3[=O.ThusH,,H2,andH3 
are pairwise Gassmann inequivalent. 
(II) G = ((1, 0, 0, 121, (1, 0, 1, 01, (0, 0, 0, 123)). 
This group has three conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 6. One of 
these is cyclic, and Theorem 2a applies. 
HI = <(O,O, 1, 1% (1, 1, 1, W, 
H, = ((1, 1, 0, O), Cl,& 1, W, 
H3 = <Cl,% 0, 12)). 
Let c = (0, 0, 1, 12). Then I cc n HI I # 0 and I cc n H2 I = 0. 
(III) G = ((0, O,O, 12) (O,O, 0, 123), (l,O, 1, O):.. 
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This group contains one cyclic and two noncyclic conjugacy classes of 
subgroups of index 6. 
Let c = (0, 0, 0, 12). Then j cc n HI 1 = 0 and [ CG n H, j # 0. 
m = 8. Then G = (S, x S, x S,) D< S, . 
There are seven conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 6 in G, represented 
by the subgroups: 
H, = ((l,O, 1, O), (1, l,O, (9, (0, 1, l,O), (0, 0, 1, 12)). 
HI and Hz contain no element of order 4, while the remaining five groups do. 
Hence HI and H, are at most Gassmann equivalent to each other. But for 
c = (0, 0, 0, 12) we have 1 cc n HI 1 = 0 and ( cc n Hz 1 # 0. 
Further, / cc n H3 / = / cc n Ha I = 1 and I cc n Hi I = 0 for i = 5,6, 
and 7. Thus, of the remaining five groups, Ha and H4 are at most Gassmann 
equivalent with one another. Let d = (1, 0, 0,O). Then 1 dG n H3 I = 2 and 
1 dG n H4 / = 0. This completes the case G _C (S, x S, x S,) D( S, . 
For the last three groups we have ( dG n H5 / = 2, / dG n H, 1 = 1, and 
j dG n H, 1 = 0. 
Finally, suppose that G C (S, x S,) K S, is transitive. Then j G 1 = 6m 
with m = 1,2, 3,4,6, or 12. 
If m = 1, 2, or 3, then any subgroup H of index 6 in G is cyclic and 
Theorem 2a applies. 
By direct computation, there are no subgroups of order 24 in 
(S, x S,) K S, , so m = 4 is impossible. 
m = 6. There are two choices for G. 
(I) G = ((0, 0, 12), (12, 12,0), (a, b, 0)), where a and b denote arbi- 
trary elements of exponent 3 in S, . G contains five conjugacy classes of 
subgroups of index 6, represented by the following subgroups. One of them 
is cyclic. 
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HI = ((123, 123, 12)); 
Hz = ((O,O, 12), (123, 132,O)); 
H3 = ((12, 12,0), (123, 123,0)>; 
H4 = ((12, 12,0), (123, 132, 0)); 
H5 = ((12, 12,0), (123,0,0)>. 
Since ZYr is cyclic, Theorem 2a applies. For c = (0, 0, 12) / cc n Hz j = 1 
and ( cc n Hi I = 0, i = 3, 4, and 5. For d = (123,123,0)( dG n Hz 1 = 2, 
IdCnH,l =O,andIdGnH,( =O.Finally,)eCnH,j =OandjeGn7H,) 
= 2 for e = (123,0,0). Hence no two of these five subgroups are Gassmann 
equivalent. 
(11) G = ((0, 12, 121, (a, b, Oh h w  ere a and b denote any elements of 
S, of exponent 3. 
There are two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 6 in G, represented 
as follows. 
HI = ((123,0,0), (12, 12, 0)); 
H2 = ((123, 123,0), (12, 12,O)). 
Then for c = (123,0,0) we have / cc n H1 j = 2 and ] cc n H, 1 = 0. 
m = 12. Then G = (S, x S,) DC SZ . 
This group contains two classes of nonconjugate subgroups of index 6. 
HI = <(12,0,0), (0, 123,OL (0, 1290)); 
Hz = ((12, 12,0), (123, 123,0), (O,O, 12)). 
Then ( cc n HI I = 0 and I cc n Hs / = 4 for c = (0, 0, 12). This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. fl 
Comparing Theorem 3 with the example at the end of Section 2 brings us 
to the question: Are there nonsolitary fields K of degree [K : Q] = 7 ? The 
remainder of this paper is devoted to answering this question positively. 
The group GL(3,2) of all nonsingular 3 x 3 matrices over the field Fz of 
two elements is simple of order 168. It acts as a doubly transitive permutation 
group on the seven nonzero points of 3-space over Fz and also as a doubly 
transitive permutation group on the seven hyperplanes in this space. Note 
that the nonzero points form the projective space V(F,) and the hyperplanes 
are just the projective lines in V(F,). Let P # 0 be a point and L the kernel 
of the linear functional coming from “inner product” with P (beware: P may 
be self-orthogonal). Then L is a hyperplane, and a matrix A E GL(3, 2) fixes 
L if and only if the transpose At fixes P (this expresses the duality of points 
and lines in projective space). 
Let H be the stabilizer of P and H’ the stabilizer of L. Then the anti- 
isomorphism A ---f At exchanges the conjugacy class of H and H’. We claim 
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that H and H’ are nonconjugate and Gassmann equivalent. The first claim is 
evident from the explicit operation of H and H’ on P2(F,) and is left to the 
reader to verify. For the second claim it is to be shown that 
for every A in GL(3, 2). Recall that any matrix with coefficients in a field is 
conjugate to its transpose (see for example [S, 1.3.26.5, p. 501). It follows 
that the transpose induces a bijection between the two intersections in ques- 
tion, yielding the desired equality. 
In order to obtain a nonsolitary field of degree 7, it remains to realize 
G = GL(3,2) as a Galois group over Q. Utilizing the isomorphisms GL(3, 2) 
= PSL(3,2) s PSL(2, 7) (see [5], p. 183) we accomplish this task by quoting 
a recent paper of Shih (see [l I]) which proves that every group PSL(2, p) is 
a Galois group over Q, for any odd prime p not having all of 2, 3, 7 as qua- 
dratic residues. 
Alternatively, let 19~ and 8, be respective roots of the polynomials 
“f#g=x;-7x+3 and j&X) = X7 + 14X4 - 42X’ - 21X + 9, 
which have been discovered via computer by W. Trinks (see [12]). Then the 
fields Kl = Q(0,) and K2 = O(0,) determine the same normal closure 
N 1 Q, with Galois group Gal@/ 1 Q) = GL(3, 2), and the subgroups 
HI = Gal(N 1 Kl) and H2 = Gal(N I KJ corresponds to the subgroups 
H and H’ 2 GL(3, 2) given above. 
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